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Ultra-fast bomb detection technology could boost airport security
Researchers at the UK's University of Surrey have developed a reliable way to

scan for and quickly identify the chemical fingerprints of a wide range of bomb-

making materials. "The critical advantage of this system is the ability to uniquely

identify the explosive being detected, making it much less likely to create false

alarms," Surrey scientist Patrick Sears said.

TSA catches 22nd gun of the year at BWI

•A Pennsylvania man was arrested on state weapons charges after he was

caught with a loaded gun at Baltimore-Washington International Marshall

Airport on Wednesday.It was the 22nd gun confiscated at an airport

checkpoint by Transportation Security Administration officers this year. That’s

equal to the number of guns caught in all of 2018.The gun was found in the

man’s carry-on bag; the weapon had eight bullets, including one in the

chamber. The man told officers that he forget that he was carrying it.

Killer Drone Boomerangs Back to Kill ISIS Fighter
•A plan to attack Allied forces in Iraq backfired when a commercial drone

outfitted with explosives by an ISIS fighter boomeranged back to kill him,

reported The Sun.Drones are programmed to fly back to their owners if

they aren’t sufficiently charged, which was apparently the case in this

incident.Although the story was just released, a UK security source told

The Sun that incident occurred after the battle for Mosul.“We learned this

idiot had wired up his drone with explosives but was killed when its

batteries ran low and it flew home. With a weak signal for some reason it

detonated over his head,” the source said.

Child suicide bombers, and the shelter rehabilitating them in 
Indonesia They have been manipulated and radicalised to become fighters and

human bombs. Will re-socialising and counselling these children at a

secretive centre be enough? The programme Insight finds out.They

have been manipulated and radicalised to become fighters and human

bombs. Will re-socialising and counselling these children at a secretive

centre be enough? The programme Insight finds out. Amirah (not her

real name), along with other child survivors from these families, is now

being treated at a Jakarta safe house. There, they’re being cared for by

psychologists like Ms Sustri Saragih, who deals with the children of

suicide bombers or minors directly involved in terror plots.

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9797095/isis-fighter-killed-by-drone-bomb/

